
 

 

 

Abstract—The rapid growth of Web in recent years has changed 

everyday life. New applications for sharing social activities on the 

Web, such us Facebook, Twitter, Google+ etc. are becoming more 

and more popular. The interactivity and behavior among these users 

in Web is measured by number of likes, comments, posts and shares 

and their personal perception. But these new social applications have 

their limits and constraints regarding the usage of their networks 

resources. This paper presents an algorithm for efficient use of these 

resources and overcoming these limits. The algorithm is set as 

outcome of the survey conducted among community members. For 

better performance, the combined approach using the Web scraping 

techniques and reverse image search was used. 

 

Keywords—Social network, algorithm, efficiency, Web scraping, 

privacy, security.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

OUNDERS of today‘s Internet, back in ‘70s, could have 

hardly imagined the huge impact their four node network 

would have after many decades of development. Today, this 

communication network, the Internet, consists of hundreds of 

millions of connected computing devices, communication 

links, and packet switching devices used by billions of users 

all over the world [1]. Everyone and everything tends to be 

connected, and the trend shows its tendency even to increase 

more. According to Internet World Stats Internet usage 

growths for period 2000-2014 was 741% and Internet 

penetration in World level is about 42% [2]. 

Main merit of this huge wide spreading and usage of 

Internet is the introduction in mid ‗90s of the World Wide 

Web that uses the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), as 

defined in [3], which is a stateless application protocol for 

distributed and collaborative information systems. HTTP is 

implemented at client and server side program. The client 

sends a HTTP request and server program answers with HTTP 

response. Client and server are executed on different hosts and 

talk to each other by exchanging HTTP messages. These 
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HTTP messages are displayed at the client side using the 

Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML). The HTML uses the 

predefined tags to present different types of objects in html 

page such as text, images, audio and video etc., as presented in 

Fig. 1. The data exchanged between client and servers are 

plain text, i.e. not encrypted as well as data in HTML code are 

readable text, as presented in Fig. 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: (a) HTML code in Notepad          (b) HTML view in browser 

 

Therefore, it would be easy for one to extract these data 

from Web page, or even more to build an automated 

intelligence about the collected data. Online price comparison 

uses these Web scraping techniques.  

The Web application changed, and continues to change, 

everything. Furthermore, new applications are coming 

everyday on top of this infrastructure. These applications tend 

to improve our daily life and make our way of doing business 

easier. Recently, in past ten years, Online Social Networks 

(OSN) are playing a huge role not only in social field but also 

in science and economy of each country. The most popular 

OSN-s, based on [4], are presented in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Most popular OSN [4]  
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All these OSN-s have their limits set to user such as the 

maximum number of users (friends), and this paper presents an 

efficient algorithm for using these social network resources 

using Web scraping techniques and user‘s behavior in OSN-s. 

The outcome of this algorithm is the recommendation list to 

OSN-s user for efficient usage of network resources. Facebook 

is chosen as main representative OSN for our research.  

II. SOCIAL NETWORKS  

Nowadays, OSN-s connects together people who share almost 

their entire everyday life. Social networks such as Facebook, 

Twitter, LinkedIn and Google+ have attracted millions of users 

last years. Facebook as the largest OSN has limited the number 

of friends per users. This means that a user can have only up to 

5,000 friends. Users, on the other hand, tend to have more 

active friends (AF). An active friend is a user who has often 

activity with other users on the OSN. In this case, it came up 

that it is necessary to have an efficient use of OSN-s resources. 

As popularity is increasing and due to their open nature OSN-s 

suffer from abuse in the form of the creation of fake accounts, 

which do not correspond to real humans. This means that they 

are particularly vulnerable to the Sybil attacks [5], under 

which a malicious user can create multiple fake OSN accounts. 

Bilge et al. [6] investigate the easiness that attackers possess to 

deploy automated crawling techniques against users in popular 

OSN-s, in order to gain access to large volumes of personal 

information. In the first approach, authors‘ present an 

automated identity theft technique for enabling the attacker to 

access the sensitive personal information. The second 

approach is a more advanced one, and it is based on cross-site 

profile cloning attack, where a forged profile, in a network 

where the victim is not registered yet, is created, and 

afterwards the victim‘s friends that are registered on both 

networks are contacted. The actual experiments showed that 

these techniques are effective and feasible in practice. Gao et 

al. [7] presents a study about quantifying and characterizing 

spam campaigns that are launched using user accounts on 

OSN-s. This study is performed in a large anonymous dataset 

from Facebook, which contains ―wall‖ messages that are 

exchanged between users. The authors employ combined 

techniques to detect correlation between wall messages and to 

identify the spread of potentially malicious content. These 

techniques group together the wall posts that share either the 

same (possibly obscured) destination, or have strong textual 

similarity. Cao et al. [7] introduce a tool for OSN systems, 

called SybilRank that ranks user accounts according to their 

perceived likelihood of being fake. This tool is based on social 

graph properties and it is computationally efficient by being 

able to handle graphs with hundreds of millions of nodes. The 

tool was implemented by using Hadoop and MapReduce 

parallel frameworks, while its overall complexity is of range 

O(nlogn). The SybilRank was tested against a real social 

network system, namely Tuenti, where the actual results 

showed an accuracy of about 90% of indicating the likelihood 

of fake user accounts. Krombholz et al. [8] have created fake 

Facebook profiles and integrated them into existing friendship 

networks to simulate a data harvesting attack. They analyzed 

the Facebook user data of profiles that interacted with created 

fake profiles and human factors to get a deeper understanding 

of the procedure of successfully integrating a fake profile into 

an existing friendship network. 

A. Social Network Analysis 

Having been developed in such a level, Social Networks have 

raised interest, so in recent years, but especially during last 

decade, there was a growing interest of the public to 

understand better ―the connection‖ between modern societies. 

In the center of this phenomenon is the Network itself – which 

in reality is a pattern of interconnection between the different 

sets of things. Social networks that we face today are in fact a 

collection of social ties between friends, and these connections 

kept rising during all human history, thus arriving today in a 

complex condition. This expansion accompanied with 

complexity is as a result of technology progress and 

development; hence it has ―reduced‖ traveling distances, 

global communication and digital relationship between people. 

Researchers have explored three main properties that we might 

see as in common within different networks, which are: (i) 

property of a ―small‖ World, (ii) distribution scale of the 

networks and (iii) transitive states of the networks [9]. The 

property of the ―small‖ World represents the shortest possible 

average distance between connections within one network. The 

property of distribution scale of a node in a network is a 

number of connections that one node has with other nodes on 

the network. Lastly, the property of ―transitive‖ state of the 

network summarizes two connections that are neighbors to the 

third connection, which automatically increases the probability 

of these two nodes to be neighbors with each-other, as well. As 

an example this property implies the fact that two of your 

friends have larger probability to know each other, because 

you are the mutual friend. In order to evaluate the relation 

between actors on a network, the theory of SNA gives us a set 

of metrics that we can use, according to the domain and depth 

of our analysis. As defined in [10], following are some main 

SNA metrics and their categorization: (i) Global graph 

metrics: seek to describe the characteristic of a social network 

as a whole, for example the graphs diameter, mean node 

distance, the number of components (fully connected 

subgraphs), cliques, clusters, small-worldness, etc.  

(ii) Individual actor properties: relate to the analysis of the 

individual properties of network actors, e.g. actor status as 

central (degree, closeness, or betweenness centrality) or 

authoritative (eigenvector, PageRank, SALSA, HITS, or 

weighted HITS), distance, and position in a cluster. 

III. NEW ALGORITHM FOR EFFICIENT USE OF OSN RESOURCES  

The Facebook, as the most popular OSN, as presented in Fig. 2 

allows unlimited number of followers; however it has a hard 

constrain of 5.000 friends per users. In a real world not all of 

these friends are active, and even worse in virtual Facebook 

life, some of them might close their Facebook accounts or 

unfriend many disliked users. In order to have the most 

accurate algorithm for managing this constraint, we have 

decided to ask the Facebook community at our University 
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about their evaluation of Facebook friendship. Therefore, an 

online questionnaire was developed. We sent the questionnaire 

link through email, and we put the link in our Facebook wall. 

There were 867 respondents, ready to share their Facebook 

habits.  

A. The Questionnaire  

In order to estimate the real impact of Facebook activities such 

as: (i) Comment, (ii) Like, (iii) Tag, and (iv) Share, we 

decided to ask the community through an online questionnaire. 

The questionnaire was anonymous, but we asked our 

respondents about their: (i) age, (ii) gender, (iii) time spent on 

Facebook and (iv) priority of four above mentioned Facebook 

activities. We received a positive feedback from University 

community, students and teaching staff, which confirms that 

Facebook is very popular, especially among young students, as 

presented in Table I.  
 

Table I – Age group of respondents  

Age group # of respondents % 

Till 18 27 3% 

19 - 30 611 70% 

31 – 45 169 11% 

Above 45 60 7% 

 

The questionnaire response about the priority of activities on 

Facebook is presented in Fig. 3.  

Based on respondent answers we observed that on Facebook, a 

comment on a user post is highly rated among online 

community. The overall responses are as follows: Comment 

has the most value to 37% of respondents, Like has 22%, Tag 

has 19% and Share just 16%, as presented in Fig. 3. Only 6% 

of respondents could not decide which of these activities is 

more important to them.  

B. The Algorithm 

In order to evaluate the importance of user‘s Facebook 

friends we implemented the following algorithm: (i) we 

scraped the number of friends from Facebook profile, and (ii) 

from every friend we calculated the total number of Likes, 

Comments, Tags and Shares.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3: Priority on Facebook  

 

We multiply these numbers with their respective weights, 

gained from online questionnaire, as presented in Equation (1). 
 

* * * *Comment w Like w Tag w Share wW N C N L N T N S    (1) 

 

Where by: NComment is the total number of ―Comments‖ on 

Facebook profile, whereas Cw – is weight of ―Comment‖ 

activity on Facebook, and based on data presented in Fig. 3, is 

37%, thus Cw =0.37, and the same rule applies for ―Like‖, 

―Tag‖, and ―Share‖ activity. The sum of all these factors, as 

presented in Equitation (1), we have denoted as ―weight of 

relationship”.  

It is obvious that if one makes more comments, he will be 

more highly rated in friendship list, which could be translated 

as ―close friend‖ in real world! 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

The architecture of the system consists of parts developed to 

gather specific data from specific locations as well as parts in 

which the algorithm is implemented for efficient use of social 

network resources. The result of the algorithm, as mentioned is 

section III, is the recommendation of a list of friends with less 

activity on Facebook. Fig. 5 shows the scheme of the 

architecture. In addition the crawler and the reverse image 

search as part of the architecture will be described. 

 

A. The Web Scraper 

A Web crawler is a program or automated script that 

browses the WWW in a methodical and automated manner [6]. 

A more recent variant of Web crawlers are Web scrapers, 

which aims at looking for certain information–such as prices of 

particular goods from various online stores—extracting, and 

aggregating it into new Web pages [11]. In particular, scrapers 

are focused on transforming unstructured data and save them 

in structured databases.  

In our scenario, crawler component is responsible for 

crawling the target social networking site and collect 

information on users that have chosen to make their profiles 

public. Our target OSN is Facebook.  In this case, to access 

accounts information, Facebook has created an API 

(Application Programming Interface ) called Facebook Graph 

API. The Graph API is a way to get data in and out of 

Facebook's platform. It is a low-level HTTP-based API, that it 

can be used to query data, post new stories, manage ads, 

upload photos and a variety of other tasks that an app might 

need to do. For retrieving more information, not only for a 

specific account, but also information about specified account 

friends, it is necessary to use other ways of extracting data 

from Facebook instead of using Graph API which gives 

limited access to public data. For this reason, using Web 

scraping techniques was necessary. It is worth noting that Web 

scraping may be against the terms of use of some websites. For 

that, it should be clarified that using Web scraping techniques 

in our project is only for scientific and research purposes.  

The interface of the application is presented in Fig. 4. By 

default, friend lists are public information on Facebook. For 
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each analyzed user, we recorded their Facebook user ID, Post 

ID, comment ID, Friends ID, names, dates and other 

information needed, especially the profile images of friends 

which are very important, because they will be used at the 

Reverse Image Search, a component of the system which finds 

the authenticity of the profile image. These information are 

stored in a database. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Web scraping application interface 

 

Taking into account that Graph API is developed specifically 

for Facebook use, the Web Scraping techniques can be used in 

other OSN-s, such as in Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.  

B. The reverse image search 

Reverse Image Search (RIS) is a technique that allows users 

to search for related images just by uploading an image; in 

terms of information retrieval, the sample image is what 

formulates a search query. Reverse image search allows users 

to discover content that is related to a specific sample image, 

popularity of an image, and discover manipulated versions and 

derivative works. In our system, the RIS component plays a 

major role in identifying Facebook user activity in other social 

networks and also gives the authenticity of an image used as a 

profile image by Facebook users. If a user has used an original 

profile image or got one from Internet, this footprint may lead 

us to find out if a specific user is an active in other OSN-s, too. 

In our system, an application written in C# uses Google‘s 

Search by image system to search for certain images. Google's 

Search by image is a feature that utilizes reverse image search 

and allows users to search for related images just by uploading 

an image or image URL [12].  

 

 

Fig. 5: System Architecture 

 

Google accomplishes this by analyzing the submitted picture 

and constructing a mathematical model of it using advanced 

algorithms.  It is then compared with billions of other images 

in Google's databases before returning matching and similar 

results. It should be noted that when available, Google also 

uses meta-data about the image such as description. The 

application mentioned above, for reach user, gets the name and 

profile image from Database and searches in Google for that 

image and for that name. In the end, the application gives for 

every user a result which tells that the user profile image is 

original was taken from the Internet or that is an original image 

of that user but found on the Internet. 

V. RESULTS  

To test the algorithm, we have chosen a number of 53 

Facebook users, who have accepted that their profile data‘s to 

be a part of the research. Once everyone is logged in 

application, the process of Web Scraping started crawling data 

from their profiles. After this step was completed, and the 

systematic storage of crawled data were saved in the database, 

then over the following data, the ―weight of relationship” 

algorithm is implemented, which as described, is based on the 

weights obtained by the questionnaire. 

A corresponding table in the database is generated for each 

participating user. Fig. 6 depicts the table containing the list of 

friends.  

 

 
Fig. 6: Results of the Algorithm and the recommended list              

under the threshold 

 

The ―weight of relationship” is calculated over these data, as 

presented in the Equation (1). Now, friends of certain user are 

ranked based on the ―weight of relationship”. As mentioned in 

section of Social Networks, a Facebook user can have at most 

5.000 friends, a relatively small number given of social 

networking profile. In this case, one of the main goals of the 

algorithm is to recommend  a list of friends which should be 

replaced with new friends, as consequence of their relatively 

low activity. 
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Towards the recommendation, a threshold should be used 

over the already ranked list of friends based of their ―weight of 

relationship”. Fig. 6 shows that in our case, we have decided 

as a threshold the value of 3%. 

Friends who have a percentage of activity under this value, 

shown with red line as presented in Fig. 6, are recommended 

to be replaced with new friends who are waiting in line to be 

confirmed, but cannot be accepted due to constraints set by the 

OSN-s, as in our case, Facebook. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The right to manage the accounts is the right of every person 

involved in social networks; however this feature is not offered 

by OSN-s. 

Hence, this paper‘s focus is in the development of an 

algorithm for efficiently use of online social network 

resources. Through the recommendation of a list of friends that 

weight less than a certain threshold, users can replace the 

friends in the recommended list with new friends that are 

waiting for a confirmation of their friend request. 

In this paper, these opportunities to manage the accounts 

efficiently are provided only to certain users and only through 

a desktop based application, thus the development of an app 

for mobile device, which would be used by more people, 

remains a future work. Also, through the mobile app, we aim 

to invite more users to participate in research. The ―weight of 

relationship” algorithm is mainly based on the weights derived 

from the questionnaire, so the evaluation of the results of the 

algorithm, also remains a future work. Another aspect which 

we plan to further expand our research consists in involving 

Social Network metrics as defined in section II, more 

specifically, in-degree centrality and authority centrality, in 

order to better evaluate the results. 
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